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on astonishingly little, supposing you have some similarly
circumstanced friends to make a little society. I have lived
for years, different times, on considerably less than the
wages of a New York street sweeper . . . and with some
dignity and leisure . . . travelling on it too. I once lived
for a long time on five shillings a week for food and clothes
and four for rent. That was in England in the nineties. In
the United States to-day you would have to call it about
ten dollars a week. But I guess you could still do it at the
old figure in England. Not in France, perhaps . . . though
I know people who have to.
Of course, I have always had large vegetable gardens
and usually rabbits, cows, or goats for milk, and poultry.
You did not, perhaps, think that was coming. But it
was. It is the moral of this book, and the fruit of all my
observations of life. So I do not forget it long, and it will
keep creeping in,
§
Well, then, here on the Mediterranean, in Malaga bay*
as it has been for nearly a fortnight crossing the Atlantic,
it is simply Purgatory—with a few dashes of hell to larn
us to be toads. If God's Head Steward or whoever it is
that manages those places had set himself to devise the
insupportable he could not have done it much better. . . .
I don't know if I shall be acquitted of snobbery if I say
that I have never travelled third class on a ship before. . . .
I don't care if I am: there are worse crimes. . . . And I
don't know that I have ever been treated as not a member
of the governing classes. ... I mean, called "Sir" by
policemen and tax collectors and mayors of small towns and
people like that. It is a small thing, but one that one misses
because it is one's right. . . . No, I don't mean what you
mean. I mean that it is we who pay those fellows and they
ought to behave as our servants. And, indeed, in most of
England, that sort of person when he is on duty, is instructed
to say "Sir" to the humblest member of the public, and
mostly does so ...
I will interpolate that when Marwood and I in the
English Review days set about constructing a Tory Utopia

